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Executive Summary
This document contains a comprehensive report of RAINBOW’s standardization activities
conducted in the first 18 months of the project. It first describes the goals of the
standardization activities, as well as the working groups targeted. Then, for each working
group, an overview of its purpose and goals is provided, followed by RAINBOW’s
contribution plan, and the activities undertaken until month 18.
This is a live document that will be updated with the progress of the standardization
activities until the end of the project, when its 2nd and final version will be released.
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1 Introduction
The present deliverable is prepared in the context of Work Package 7 “Dissemination,
Exploitation and Communication” and it is associated with the work being done within
task T7.2 “Standardization Activities”.
This deliverable complements D7.2 “Open-Source Contributions, Dissemination,
Clustering and Workshop Activities Report - Version 1” (specifically Section 3.6) led by
AUTH, by providing a comprehensive overview of the standardization activities that are
planned as part of RAINBOW and which have been undertaken until M18. As the project
and the standardization activities progress, this plan may be updated to reflect changed
circumstances of RAINBOW or the targeted standardization groups.
This report is structured as follows: Section 2 outlines the goal of the standardization
activities and lists the target standardization groups. Sections 3 and 4 discuss the target
groups, our plans for contributions, and the activities that have been undertaken so far.
Section 5 concludes this report.
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2 Standardization Strategy
2.1 Goal
The goal of the RAINBOW standardization activities is to influence fog computing
architectures of future applications and allow them to benefit from the outcomes of
RAINBOW. There are multiple ways to achieve this goal. One option is to influence
relevant standards, such as OASIS TOSCA or Trusted Computing Group TPM, while
another option is to contribute to software platforms that will likely be used as a base for
creating a large number of fog applications in the future, making them similar to a defacto industry standard. For RAINBOW, we are pursuing both options.

2.2 Target Standardization Groups
The RAINBOW DoA states the goal of contributing to three standardization groups. These
were originally defined as OASIS TOSCA, TCG, and a third one to be chosen after starting
the project.
We have chosen to target the following groups as part of the RAINBOW standardization
activities:
• Open Horizon1 software platform for managing containerized workloads on the
network edge (see Section 3). Originally started by IBM, Open Horizon is now part
of the Linux Foundation Edge and has the potential for widespread adoption in
edge/fog applications.
• Trusted Computing Group (TCG)2, which is the consortium responsible for the
TPM standard (see Section 4).
Originally, OASIS TOSCA3 was supposed to be targeted. It is an open standard for
modelling the topology of cloud applications, including the relationships between their
components and the management processes involved. The original plan for RAINBOW
was to extend TOSCA for the fog, thus making an official contribution to this standard a
logical step. However, we decided to take a Kubernetes-native approach for the design
and development of RAINBOW. Kubernetes is one of the most popular container
orchestration systems in production use, which means that support for this platform
leads to higher chances of adoption of RAINBOW by the open source and industrial
community.
Since, RAINBOW does not make use of TOSCA, it no longer makes sense to contribute to
this standard, leading to the exclusion of TOSCA from our list of target standardization
groups. Instead, we have decided to focus more on the Open Horizon platform, because
of its potential to make a large impact in the near future.
https://www.lfedge.org/projects/openhorizon/
https://trustedcomputinggroup.org
3 https://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=tosca
1
2
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3 Open Horizon
3.1 Project Overview
Open Horizon4 is an open-source platform for managing containerized application
deployments and machine learning on edge nodes. The main goal is managing the
lifecycle of applications without administrator intervention by finding the most
appropriate devices for their execution and managing updates of these applications.
Furthermore, Open Horizon enables an application on one device to use capabilities of
other devices.
The project was initiated by IBM and contributed to Linux Foundation Edge (LF Edge) in
April 2020. Within LF Edge, it already has many synergies with other projects. LF Edge
classifies Open Horizon as a Stage 2 “Growth” project, which makes it a project that is
likely to have an impact, while offering favourable possibilities for RAINBOW to
contribute [1] [2].

3.2 RAINBOW Contribution Plan
We intend to contribute RAINBOW components, after suitable modification, to the Open
Horizon platform. The goal is that these components should outlive the RAINBOW project
and be used in production applications.
Since Open Horizon is part of LF Edge and supported by IBM, it has the potential for
becoming very influential in the edge/fog community. Thus, a contribution to this project,
would influence a large number of applications, which could be created based on Open
Horizon, leading to a direct impact of RAINBOW in production-level applications.
We have initially identified the following RAINBOW components as candidates for
contributions to Open Horizon:
1. The RAINBOW Sidecar Proxy for bootstrapping Open Horizon services on edge
nodes.
2. RAINBOW Monitoring services for establishing a monitoring infrastructure in
Open Horizon.
3. The Fogify simulator for facilitating testing of some Open Horizon scenarios.
As RAINBOW progresses and the collaboration with Open Horizon continues, additional
components may become eligible for contribution.

4

https://www.lfedge.org/projects/openhorizon/
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3.3 Activity until M18
TUW has established contact to Open Horizon’s Technical Steering Committee (TSC) in
February 2021.
On 29 March 2021 TUW and UCY presented5 the RAINBOW platform and the contribution
candidate components to the Open Horizon TSC [3]. The presentation and discussion
have sparked interest in the RAINBOW platform and the suggested contributions.
Specifically, they expressed the following interests:
• The RAINBOW Sidecar Proxy for bootstrapping Open Horizon services on edge
nodes.
• The RAINBOW Monitoring service for gathering and analysing metrics about
running applications on an Open Horizon cluster. This is an aspect that is currently
missing from the Open Horizon platform.
• The Fogify fog simulator was identified as a possible additional contribution, if the
other contributions are successful.
Open Horizon is currently waiting for the first RAINBOW release, which they would like
to try out on their systems. After this test, the concrete contributions from RAINBOW and
future action points will be defined. Open Horizon has a variety of test systems, which are
employed as necessary for a particular testing goal. These systems range from thousands
of virtual machines to physical edge devices. The target setting for a test of the RAINBOW
platform was not specified.
The Open Horizon TSC has remarked that a condition for contributions to their project,
is the availability of support for the donated components not only for the duration of
RAINBOW, but also after the RAINBOW project ends. We are currently working on finding
a solution to cater both to this condition and the overall commitment possibilities of the
RAINBOW partners towards the platform’s development. In a RAINBOW online meeting
of all work package leaders, the following two initial solutions were proposed:
1. The Sidecar Proxy could be presented as an optional component in an Open
Horizon deployment. When creating an Open Horizon cluster, people would be
able to choose whether to use the RAINBOW Sidecar Proxy or not. If used, the
Sidecar Proxy would provide for easier bootstrapping of edge nodes.
2. We could try to quickly engage the open source community in the donated
RAINBOW components, which would allow other developers to provide support
for these components after the end of RAINBOW.
The next step for RAINBOW is to evaluate these options and propose a plan to Open
Horizon, after they have evaluated the first release of the RAINBOW platform.

5

The presentation can be found in Annex I.
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4 Trusted Computing Group
4.1 Group Overview
The Trusted Computing Group (TCG)6 is a not-for-profit organization formed to develop,
define and promote open, vendor-neutral, global industry specifications and standards,
supportive of a hardware-based root of trust, for interoperable trusted computing
platforms. TCG’s core technologies include specifications and standards for the Trusted
Platform Module (TPM), Trusted Network Communications (TNC) network security and
self-encrypting drives. TCG also has working groups to extend core concepts of
•
•
•

trust into fog and cloud security,
virtualization and other platforms,
computing services from the enterprise to the Internet of Things.

4.2 RAINBOW Contribution Plan
The TCG is the internationally accepted standardization group, which sets all relevant
technologies and standards for Trusted Computing (TC).
RAINBOW is working on and using these basic TC standards for building trusted systems.
Therefore, both the RAINBOW project and TCG benefit from the continuous exchange of
standardization and background information.
Infineon’s Security business unit is market leader for semiconductor-based security and
system solutions with smart card security controllers. For TC solutions, Infineon is now
worldwide market leader and is the only vendor, which delivers the whole TC solution
package of use out of one hand: TPM (the security kernel chip) with the standard security
firmware, the TPM Software Stack (TSS) according to the TCG specification and
applications. Due to this customer-oriented background, Infineon has a broad experience
for developing, testing and integrating hardware parts (chips) as well as the necessary
software and know-how to combine them to system solutions.
The RAINBOW project partner Infineon Technologies AT (IFAT) is an active member of
the TCG and contributes intensively to the TCG standards, using experience from its wide
security background, especially to the TPM, the TSS specification and the platform system
solution standards. Additionally, the RAINBOW project partner DTU has also established
an academic liaison with TCG.
Infineon participates in TCG as follows:
•
•
6

TCG Promoter level membership
Member in the TCGs Board of Directors

http://www.trustedcomputinggroup.org
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•
•

Co-Chair of the Certification Program Committee (CPC), which targets especially
the development of the new TCG Compliance and Conformance program, the TSS
working group and the Security Evaluation working group
Contributes actively in Working Groups, e.g. the Cyber Resilience, TPM, PC Client,
and Technical Committee

Main tasks attributed to the RAINBOW project:
•

•

•

Infineon along with DTU and UBITECH plans to contribute with related
organizational and technical support, technology and know-how:
o Intensive technical and organizational links and capabilities to the TCG in
TPM, TSS and especially to the CPC (Infineon is present and engaged in a
number of relevant groups and activities in the TCG).
o Specific TC support and management implementations, which could be
used as a source of experience and also as test objects.
o Existing and novel concepts and their realization for using TC in
datacentres (Cloud, Fog, edge) and also in embedded controllers, like
embedded systems or automotive (Non-PC), market demands and
evaluation requirements.
DTU along with Infineon and UBITECH plans to contribute to the TCG
standardization and discuss the latest advances in DAA and
attestation/revocation that have been performed by RAINBOW:
o Evaluation of the concept for Provisioning of enhanced remote attestation
variants in the Attestation WG focusing on the verification of properties for
containers towards the creation of trust aware service graph chains.
Validation of the current concept with TCG members and the impact on the
current specification when it comes to the zero-touch attestation aspect
offered by RAINBOW.
o Evaluation of the DAA mechanism for integration in the CJDNS network.
DAA is a privacy-preserving platform authentication mechanism
supported by TCG and they are interested in promoting the use of DAA in
various application domains. The fact that RAINBOW introduces the DAA
as an integral part of CJDNS is an interesting aspect for the TNC working
group.
Infineon’s previous experiences which are relevant to the tasks attributed to the
RAINBOW project:
o TC testing experience from already developed commercial modules, APIs
and management software, together with the development results from the
FutureTPM, E2SG or Cumulus project for the Linux world and also already
experience for TPM functionality implementation with embedded
processors like embedded systems and other communication parts.
o Participation in several trust and security related public projects at EU and
national level also in leading positions:
§ FP2020 and Horizon Europe, Eniac, ITEA
§ Germany: BMBF, BMWi
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4.3 Activity until M18
Infineon participated in a variety of working groups with leading positions as chair and
active contributor to specifications. Infineon attended also the members meeting as part
of the TCGs Board of Directors. In particular, since begin of the RAINBOW project several
regular phone conferences and the following members meetings with about 70-100
participants each were used for dissemination activities:
•
•
•
•
•

TCG Members Meeting February 2020
TCG Members Meeting June 2020
TCG Members Meeting October 2020
TCG Members Meeting February 2021
TCG Members Meeting June 2021

As part of the DAA mechanism enhanced in the context of RAINBOW, DTU worked together
with the TCG responsible for the TSS implementation towards the definition of a new privacypreserving revocation model presented in the ACM WiSec 2021 conference [4].
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5 Conclusion and Future Steps
In this Deliverable, a report of the RAINBOW Standardization Activities was presented.
The project’s strategy is to influence fog computing applications of the future and let them
benefit from the outcomes of RAINBOW. To this end, we have chosen two target groups:
Open Horizon is an open-source platform developed by the Linux Foundation Edge with
the aim of managing the lifecycle of production edge applications, which makes it a good
target for influencing future fog applications. The Trusted Computing Group is
responsible for the TPM and other security-related standards and is, thus, a good place
for influencing the security aspects of future applications.
We reported on our plans for contributions to both target groups. Contact has already
been established with the groups and RAINBOW was already presented to Open Horizon,
sparking great interest in some of our components.
During the second half of the project, the Standardization Activities will increase to fulfil
the plans we have established. Based on the responses of the target groups to our first
release, adaptations to these plans may be required, while fulfilling our goals for task
T7.2. This document will be updated with the progress of the standardization activities
until the end of the project, when its 2nd and final version will be released.
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Annex I – RAINBOW Presentation for Open Horizon
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